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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the semantic and syntactic properties of the -ee suffix in 
English. The -ee suffix was borrowed from the French -é suffix during the late Middle Ages, when 
French started to exert its linguistic influence on English. Previous research suggests that the -ee 
suffix in English exhibits the semantic properties of sentience, episodicity and passivity. 
Syntactically, the function of the -ee suffix in English may suggest ergativity. Furthermore, it has 
been suggested that contextual anchoring is involved in the use of the -ee suffix. I explored these 
characteristics of the -ee suffix by testing non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns with the mentioned 
semantic and syntactic properties. The process of differentiating non-standardised from 
standardised -ee suffixed nouns was done with the help of a well-established dictionary and the 
Internet. The results showed that sentience and episodicity applied to most -ee suffixed nouns. In 
addition, passivity was an important feature in the -ee nominalisation of transitive stem verbs. When 
the meaning of -ee suffixed nouns was complex, contextual anchoring served to facilitate the 
understanding of the meaning of the noun. Syntactically, the relationship between the -ee suffix and 
ergativity was weak. Thus, it can be concluded that the use of the -ee suffix is controlled by several 
semantic properties simultaneously, whereas the syntactic properties are relatively unimportant. 

Keywords: Contextual anchoring, derivational morpheme, ergativity, semantic roles 

 

Sammanfattning på svenska 

Den här uppsatsen undersöker -ee-suffixets semantiska och syntaktiska egenskaper i engelska. 
Suffixet lånades från det franska suffixet -é under senmedeltiden, när det franska språket började 
påverka engelska. Tidigare forskning hävdar att det engelska -ee-suffixet påvisar semantiska 
egenskaper såsom animacitet, episodicitet och passivitet. Syntaktiskt sett kan suffixet även tyda på 
ergativitet. Användning av suffixet är i viss mån förknippad med förankringen i kontexten. Icke-
standardiserade -ee-avledda substantiv identifierades och deras semantiska och syntaktiska 
egenskaper undersöktes. Urvalet av icke-standardiserade och standiserade substantiv utfördes med 
hjälp av ett väletablerat lexikon och Internet. Resultatet visade att de flesta -ee-avledda substantiven 
uppvisar episodicitet och majoriteten även animacitet. Passivitet är ett viktigt kännetecken av 
suffixet när det gäller substantiveringen av transitiva verb. Betydelserna av vissa  mer svårtydda ee-
avledda substantiv förankras ibland i kontexten med exempelvis förekomsten av er-/-or-avledda 
motsvarigheter. Syntaktiskt sett är ergativitet inte ett tydligt särdrag av -ee-suffixet. 
Sammanfattningsvis kan det hävdas att -ee-suffixets användning styrs framför allt av samverkan 
mellan flera olika semantiska aspekter, medan den syntaktiska egenskapen, ergativitet,  är relativt 
oväsentlig. 

Nyckelord: Kontextförankring, derivationsmorfem, ergativitet, semantiska roller 
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1. Introduction and aims 

“Once a word has been allowed to escape, it cannot be recalled,” said Horace1. The same 

applies to morphemes. Throughout the history of the English language, loans from other 

languages have been one of the major ways of extending the vocabulary in order to suit the 

needs of an ever-changing society and culture. Given the intimate relationship between 

England and France and the political dominance of the French Normans in England after the 

Norman Conquest in 1066, it is not surprising that French became the main source of 

linguistic loans to English in the late Middle Ages (1100-1500). The English word-stock in 

areas such as the military, politics, food etc. was enriched and sometimes native words were 

even replaced by the extensive influx of French words (Odenstedt, 2000:89). However, the 

borrowing of French morphemes such as the -ee suffix is less well-known. Still, the borrowing 

of French words and morphemes shares some common characteristics. When French words 

were borrowed into English, adaptations were often made successively so that the meaning 

and the pronunciation of the new English words suited the existing linguistic patterns of 

English. Similarly, the -ee suffix has adopted the semantic and syntactic properties of English 

in its own right, so that the French heritage of the -ee suffix is not obvious to language users 

today. 

  

It is well-known that most linguistic loans tend to undergo changes in order to suit the 

existing linguistic features of the recipient language. Changes in pronunciation offer strong 

supporting evidence: when French words were borrowed into Middle English, the stress 

pattern shifted over time so that the stress moved gradually from the last syllable in French to 

the first syllable in English in words such as nature and garage (Barber, 2000:149). 

Semantic and syntactic changes, although less obvious than changes in pronunciation, can 

also be observed. The focus of this paper is on the -ee suffix, because it illustrates some 

semantic and syntactic changes in English influenced by French. It also lets us appreciate the 

dynamics of language change, in the sense that the -ee suffix in English has acquired such 

linguistic features that its connection with the original French past participle ending is hardly 

recognisable. The rich source of French and English etymological records and the extensive 

research on the semantic and syntactic functions of the -ee suffix make it possible to 

investigate the innovative features of the -ee suffix in English which are non-existent in 

French. In this paper, my aim is to examine the underlying semantic and syntactic principles 

of -ee suffixation in English by looking at some recently coined -ee suffixed English words. In 
                                                        
1 Epistles, book I, epistle xviii. 
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particular, I investigate the -ee and -er/-or suffixation for a selection of intransitive and 

transitive verbs and try to identify the semantic and syntactic characteristics of the unusual 

cases. These unusual cases include -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive verbs and  -ee 

suffixed nouns derived from transitive verbs that do not have the semantic role of patient. 

Sometimes, nouns in -er/-or and -ee derived from the same verb appear in the immediate 

vicinity of one another in the text, a phenomenon known as contextual anchoring. In this 

investigation, I investigate the role of contextual anchoring in the use of -ee suffixed nouns. 

In general, it is hoped that this paper will shed some light on the complex semantic and 

syntactic changes which accompany linguistic loans.  

2. Background 

In order to appreciate the innovative features of the English -ee suffix, it is necessary to give 

an account of its etymological development – from its adoption from French to its meaning 

and usage in modern English. In addition, it is crucial to understand some fundamental 

semantic and syntactic terminology and principles, such as ergativity, in relation to the -ee 

suffix.  

2.1 French linguistic influence on English 

Historically, the intimate political relationship between France and England began already 

before the Norman Conquest in 1066. Edward the Confessor was half Norman and his court 

was heavily influenced by France (Barber, 2000:134). The Battle of Hastings was decisive in 

the sense that it consolidated the imbalance of power between the two nations – France was 

to subjugate England in terms of politics and military force. The original Anglo-Saxon 

aristocracy was successively dissolved and their lands were re-distributed to the Norman 

monarch, William the Conqueror, and his followers. The church and schools, two closely 

related institutions, were both dominated by Norman culture. However, the extent of French 

dominance did not succeed in annihilating the Anglo-Saxon culture. In fact, approximately 

600 years after the invasion, the English had already developed a sophisticated civilization, 

with a rich source of literature and handicraft (Barber, 2000:135).       

 
After the Norman Conquest, bilingualism was common in England. On one hand, there were 

a number of Middle English dialects spoken in England, albeit a common standard was yet to 

be established; on the other hand, French and Latin became the more prestigious languages, 

spoken at court, by the church, the aristocracy, and by anyone who wanted to climb the social 

ladder. This was to be countered in the 14th century by a development of strong national 
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identity in England, which would eventually lead to the triumph of English, ultimately 

brought about by the English victory in the Hundred Years’ War in 1453 (Barber, 2000:141). 

The result was that English became the dominant language once again, though this time 

marked with indelible traces of French. 

 
The footprints of French range from pronunciation, vocabulary and morphology to syntax, all 

of them adapted to the linguistic features of English. Vocabulary is the area in which the 

French impact was most obvious, with quite a number of words related to the court, 

administration, the army and the Church, giving rise to words such as parliament, mayor, 

captain and penitence (Barber, 2000:146). The stress pattern of these French loans was 

shifted from the last to the first syllable in order to suit the Germanic stress pattern (Barber, 

2000:149). The impact of French on morphology and syntax is small compared to that on 

vocabulary and pronunciation. Yet, the morphological and syntactic changes, despite their 

scarcity, reveal the subtlety and sophistication of language changes, which are the reasons for 

my choice of the borrowed -ee suffix as the focus of this paper.   

2.2 Borrowing and nominalisation of the -ee suffix 

The -ee suffix in English was originally an inflectional morpheme, -é, in French (The Oxford 

Dictionary of English, 2005:555). This inflectional morpheme is one of the three possible 

endings of the past participles of regular verbs in French. Other endings include -u and -i, 

neither of them as common as the -é suffix. The adoption of the -é suffix into English can be 

shown in words such as donee and appellee, where the -ee suffix is the anglicised feminine 

form of the French past participle suffix -ée (Marchand, 1969:267). This usage of the -ee 

suffix in French was found mainly in the so-called “anglicised Law French” (Marchand, 

1969:267). 

 
The borrowing of the French -ee suffix involved the process of nominalisation with adjectives 

as an intermediate stage: past participles in French as well as in many other Indo-European 

languages can be used as adjectives. These adjectives can in turn be used in nominal phrases 

with a plural meaning and in a generic sense (Svartvik & Sager, 1996:324). Examples are 

abundant. For instance, the French participle privilégié can be used as a noun in French just 

like the privileged in English and de privilegierade in Swedish.  

 
While the -é suffix and its allomorphs are used in French for grammatical functions, the -ee 

suffix in English conveys a more specific meaning. Moreover, while the -é suffix remains an 

inflectional morpheme even in Modern French, the -ee suffix in English is used purely as a 

derivational morpheme in Modern English without any connection to the original past 

participle. There has been, in other words, a functional change of the -ee suffix.  
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2.3 Multiple meanings of the -ee suffix 

The nominalisation of past participles in French and in English shares similar properties. 

Only those French past participles derived from transitive verbs can be nominalised. 

Similarly, the nominalisation of English past participles, such as privileged, requires a 

transitive stem verb, privilege. This need of transitive stem verb applies also to the -ee suffix 

in English:  

 
(1) John interviewed her.  

(2) She was the interviewee.     

 
In this case, the function of the English -ee suffix can be compared to that of the -er/-or 

suffix, used to derive a noun that corresponds to the subject of the transitive stem verb: 

 
(3) John interviewed her.  

(4) John was the interviewer. 

 
However, a major syntactic difference between the two languages can be observed: The 

derived -ee suffixed noun in English can also be used to signify the subject of an intransitive 

stem verb – a function that does not exist in French. 

 
(5) Rachel escaped. 

(6) She was an escapee. 

 
In fact, English offers two alternative suffixes to denote the subject of an intransitive verb:  

-er/-or and -ee:       

 
(7) Peter danced. He was a dancer. 

(8) Peter escaped. He was an escapee. 

 
These peculiarities of the -ee suffix have been mentioned in previous research. Berggren 

(1999:17) points out that it is sometimes not entirely clear whether the -ee person refers to 

the subject or the object of certain transitive stem verbs. In words such as enrolee, the person 

designated by the noun can be ‘a learner who enrols in, or is enrolled in, a course of study’. In 

short, -ee suffixed nouns may signify the subject perpetrating the action indicated by the 

stem verb or the object affected by the action of the stem verb. This means that factors other 

than sentence constituency have to be taken into account when considering the function of 

the -ee suffix. 
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2.4 Semantic properties of the -ee suffix 

In English, the -ee suffix has at least three semantic implications. First, it is used 

predominately to denote animate entities. Second, it is episodically related to its stem verb 

and lastly, it is often the recipient of the action described by the stem verb (Barker, 1998:716). 

 

The first semantic criterion is described as sentience, i.e. the ability to sense (Barker, 

1998:695). In other words, the entity denoted by the -ee suffix must be able to experience 

feeling and sensation. This means that the -ee suffix is used principally with animate entities. 

It follows that the possibility of nominalising a verb by the addition of the -ee suffix is not 

only determined by the stem verb itself, but also the meaning of the nominalised verb. With 

that in mind, there are indeed a few exceptions to sentience: The -ee suffix is sometimes used 

in linguistics to denote inanimate entities: determinee is ‘a word or a phrase determined by a 

determiner’ (Barker, 1998:710). In fact, Barker lists as many as 20 such words from 

linguistics, such as ascendee, raisee, controllee and governee.  

 

The second semantic criterion is related to the episodic nature of the stem verb. The -ee 

suffixed noun must be episodically linked to the action of its stem verb (Barker, 1998:695), 

meaning that the -ee suffixed noun must have participated in one way or another in the 

action described by the stem verb (Barker, 1998:716). The participation can either involve a 

permanent change of state: an employee is a person who is in the state of being employed, or 

a punctual action: a photographee is a person who is being photographed at one instant. 

Aspect is hence not an issue. Episodic involvement suffices in itself.  

 

Thirdly, most -ee suffixed nouns refer to the recipient of an action. In other words, -ee 

suffixed nouns imply passivity. Barker (1998:717) refers to this criterion as “the lack of 

volitional control” of the -ee suffixed noun. Bauer (1983:246-247) calls -ee suffixed nouns the 

passive referent of the stem verb. Passivity of most -ee suffixed nouns indicates that they have 

the semantic role of patient, being directly subjected to the action signified by a verb (Dahl, 

2000:245). An employee is therefore someone who is being employed, a trainee someone 

who is trained in certain skills. From another perspective, this property also provides a 

contrastive definition of -er/-or suffixed nouns as the performer of an action. The semantic 

role that the -er/-or suffixed nouns takes on is that of agent (Dahl, 2000:239). However, 

passivity fails to account for the use of the -ee suffix in nouns which denote agents: A 

returnee is someone who returns. This criterion is also unclear when the -ee suffixed noun 

refers to the indirect object of the stem verb, such as addressee, reservee and distributee. In 

fact, -ee suffixed nouns can take different semantic roles in sentences. 
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2.5 Semantic roles of -ee suffixed nouns 

Beside the semantic roles of agent and patient mentioned in the above section, nouns can 

also take on other semantic roles such as experiencer: “an animate entity which perceives or 

conceives something”; theme: “ an animate or inanimate entity which is in a certain state”; 

goal: “an animate or inanimate entity to which an entity moves”; source: “an animate or 

inanimate entity from which an entity moves away”; location: “a place where an action 

happens or an thing exists in a certain state”; beneficiary: “an animate entity which benefits 

from an action”; instrument: “an inanimate entity through which AGENT acts”; cause: “a 

reason for which an action is brought about” and referential: “ a topic or subject of utterance” 

(Nagaya, 2004:121). For instance, addressee can be patient, beneficiary, experiencer or 

theme, depending on its role in a sentence:      

 

(9)  She blames the addressees for being too passive.   

(10) He dedicates his research to the addressee listed in the document.  

(11) The addressees see how irrational the arguments are. 

(12) The addressees’ face turns red when they hear the compliments.   

 

In example (9), addressees is patient: the ones who are directly affected by the action of 

blaming. In example (10), addressee is beneficiary since he or she benefits from the action of 

dedication. In example (11), addressees is experiencer because they perceive the irrationality 

of the arguments. In example (12), addressees, or more exactly, the addressees’ face is theme 

since they undergo a change of physical and emotional state. The numerous semantic roles 

which -ee suffixed nouns can take on further complicate the semantic categorisation of -ee 

suffixed nouns. 

2.6 Miscellaneous features of the -ee suffix 

When semantic criteria such as sentience, episodicity and passivity are not entirely 

satisfactory in explaining the functions of the -ee suffix, it is necessary to search for 

additional models of explanation, such as ergativity and contextual anchoring.  

2.6.1 Signs of ergativity 

Ergativity is a linguistic feature found in many Polynesian, Australian, and Central American 

languages (Carnie, 2002:236). It means that the subject of intransitive verbs and the object of 

transitive verbs are marked by a single linguistic device such as case or word order. When 

case-markings are used, the case representing the subject of intransitive verbs and the object 

of transitive verbs is absolutive. At the same time, the subject of transitive verbs is marked by 
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the ergative case. This is different from languages which are predominantly nominative-

accusative, such as English and French, in which pronominal subjects of both intransitive 

and transitive verbs share a common case marking (Woolford, 2015:489). To illustrate 

ergativity, consider the following sentences: 

 

(13)  John returns.  

(14) The company employs John.  

 

In the first sentence, John is the subject of the intransitive verb return – the returnee, while 

in the second sentence, John is the direct object of the transitive verb employ – the 

employee. The -ee suffixation can thus be applied both to the subject of an intransitive stem 

verb and the direct object of a transitive stem verb. Remembering that the -er/-or suffix is 

sometimes used to mark the subject of a transitive verb e.g. employer, one can postulate that 

the -ee suffix may work as a marker for the absolutive case, while the -er/-or suffix is a 

marker for the ergative case.  

 

Interestingly, French is also a language with ergative features when certain verbs are in the 

past tense. This phenomenon, of which ergativity is used selectively, is called split 
ergativity (Coon & Preminger, 2017). In French, some intransitive verbs of movement, such 

as venir, ‘come’, arriver, ‘arrive’ and tomber, ‘fall’, when used in their past tense, need the 

auxiliary verb être, ‘be’, instead of the more common avoir, ‘have’: 

 

(15) Venir: Elle est venue. ’She came/has come.’     

(16) Arriver: Elle est arrivée. ‘She arrived/has arrived.’ 

 

Est is the third person singular form of être.  

 

This use of être instead of avoir is limited to certain, if not all, intransitive verbs. The past 

participles venue and arrivée refer in other words to the subject of the intransitive verbs. At 

the same time, exactly the same construction with être and past participle is used in the 

passive voice in French:  

 

(17) Elle a cassé la verre. La verre est cassée. ‘She broke the glass. The glass is broken.’  

 

In the above example, the -ée suffixed participle cassée is actually describing la verre ‘the 

glass’ – the object of the transitive verb. Thus, the être construction marks both the subject of 
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intransitive verbs as in examples (15) and (16), and the object of transitive verbs as in 

example (17), albeit only under certain circumstances – a sign of split ergativity. 

 

English is not an ergative language, partly because English nouns only have two cases, the 

common and the possessive case, neither of them being an ergative marker, and partly 

because when a pronoun is marked in English, it is the subjects of transitive verbs and the 

subjects of the intransitive verbs which share the same form. However, just like in French, 

some features of ergativity can at times be observed in English. Beside the -ee suffix, 

ergativity in English is shown in a limited number of verbs called ergative predicates, which 

can be used both transitively and intransitively, referring to the same argument (Radford, 

1997:368): 

 

(18) He broke the vase into pieces. 

(19) The vase broke into pieces.  

 

The strength of ergativity as an explanatory model is that it includes all the -ee suffixed 

nouns, be they subjects of intransitive verbs such as returnee, or objects of transitive verbs 

such as employee.  

2.6.2 Contextual anchoring 

Just like many other derivational suffixes, the -ee suffix is productive. In other words, it is 

added to other words to create new words. Sometimes, the coinage of these new words is pre-

conditioned by the presence of another word with the same stem in the immediate context. 

This is called contextual anchoring (Bauer, 2001:71). To illustrate this, Bauer uses the 

following example: 

 

Positively and negatively charmed segments are potential governors. Charmless 

segments are potential governees. (Charette, Monik, The minimality condition in 

phonology. Journal of Linguistics 25 (1989): 164) (Bauer, 2001:72) 
 

The meaning of the word governees in the above example is clarified by another word, 

governors. The -ee suffixed word is thus used as a direct counterpart of the -or suffixed word. 

Semantically, governors are agentive and governees are beneficiaries. 

 

To summarise, the English -ee suffix was borrowed from French. Once borrowed, it retained 

some of its original characteristics but at the same time adopted some new semantic 

properties. -ee suffixed words can for instance function as sentient subjects with the semantic 
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role of patient, participating in the action described by the stem verb. Nevertheless, as shown 

above, these characteristics do not suffice to explain the meaning of all -ee affixed words. 

Some other considerations, such as ergativity and contextual anchoring, have to be taken into 

account.  

3. Methods  

Since the aim of my study was to investigate the semantic and syntactic characteristics of -ee 

suffixed nouns, I decided to focus on non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns, which were coined 

according to how modern English users understand the function of the suffix. By “non-

standardised”, I refer to those -ee suffixed nouns not found in a well-established dictionary. 

In this case, my choice was The Oxford Dictionary of English (2005). The first part of my 

investigation aimed at selecting a fairly large number of verbs in the dictionary. This was 

followed by checking which and how many of these verbs had standardised -ee or -er/-or 

derivatives. In other words, if the -er/-or and -ee suffixed nouns were listed in the dictionary, 

they were regarded as standardised. Then, I continued my study by forming derivatives in -ee 

and -er/-or from the remaining stem verbs and search for them on the Internet, in order to 

see to what extent non-standardised derivatives (those not listed in the dictionary) existed in 

reality. The second part of my study involved examining more closely the semantic roles of 

the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns and investigating contextual anchoring in my data 

from the Internet search. 

3.1 Selection of stem verbs 

200 transitive and 200 intransitive verbs were selected from The Oxford Dictionary of 

English (2005). The dictionary contains 2054 paginated pages. One transitive and one 

intransitive verb were selected for every 10 pages. Altogether, 400 verbs were chosen from 

the first 2000 pages of the dictionary. More precisely, the 2000 pages were divided into 200 

10-page sections from each of which one transitive and one intransitive verb were chosen. 

The selection of verbs was performed with the help of lots in order to ensure randomicity: 10 

pieces of paper were numbered from 1 to 10, and for each 10-page section in the dictionary, a 

number was drawn. The number on the drawn paper decided which page of the section was 

chosen. For instance, if number 5 was drawn for the first 10-page section, it meant that page 

5 in that section would be chosen. Similarly, if number 7 was drawn for the tenth section, 

page 97 would be chosen. On the chosen page, the first transitive and intransitive verb were 

chosen. When the page did not contain any such verb, the following page was used. The 

chosen verbs are listed in Appendix A (intransitive) and B (transitive). 
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During the selection of stem verbs, it happened frequently that the first verb found in a 

particular section could be used both transitively and intransitively. In such case, the same 

verb was listed both in Appendix A and B. Another possible scenario was that the first verb 

found in a particular section could only be used intransitively, while the next verb 

encountered could be used both transitively and intransitively. In such cases, the first verb 

was listed as an intransitive verb, whereas the second verb, which could be used both 

transitively and intransitively, was listed in its transitive sense. Self-destruct, for example, 

could only be used intransitively, whereas the first transitive verb encountered in the same 

section was sell, which can be used both transitively and intransitively. This meant that for 

that particular section, self-destruct was considered intransitive, while sell, which is both 

transitive and intransitive, was still included because it can be used transitively. It is 

therefore important to bear in mind that those verbs listed in Appendix A and B are 

sometimes not exclusively transitive or intransitive. This is to say, all Verbs 1 (listed in 

Appendix A) can be used intransitively, and all Verbs 2 (listed in Appendix B) can be used 

transitively. The purpose for adopting this verb selection method was that the number of 

verbs which could be used exclusively in an intransitive sense would otherwise be very small. 

 

Since a number of verbs can be used both transitively and intransitively, I decided to 

determine the sense of the derived nouns in -ee by examining their use in the example 

sentences listed in Appendix C and D. For example, while burnee is derived from the verb 

burn, which can be used transitively or intransitively, there is no doubt that the verb burn 

was used transitively in the sentence: let them burn the flag, it says more about the burner 

than the burnee.  

 

Another major problem in the selection of stem verbs was how words with unconventional 

meanings not listed in the dictionary should be dealt with. I decided to cope with this 

problem by excluding the colloquial meanings of verbs not listed in the dictionary and did not 

have any apparent connection to the verbs’ original meaning. For example, the verb smoke 

can traditionally be used intransitively e.g. she smokes or transitively e.g. They smoke fish. 

However, smoke was used in one example sentence found on the Internet as a transitive verb 

with the meaning ‘to play or to perform something energetically’, which was not found in the 

dictionary. This meaning deviated considerably from the original meaning of smoke and was 

thus excluded. In addition, ditransitive verbs were treated as transitive verbs. Auxiliary verbs 

were excluded. 
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3.2 Dictionary check 

The next step was to search for the derived nouns in the -er/-or and -ee suffixes from the 

selected stem verbs. At this stage, it was important to distinguish homographs from each 

other. The Oxford Dictionary of English lists as many as three meanings for the -ee suffix: 

the first entry: ”an object or a person beneficiary of an act” and the second entry: “one that 

performs an action” were included in this study (The Oxford Dictionary of English, 

2005:555). The last entry: “denoting an object of relatively smaller size: bootee” (The Oxford 

Dictionary of English, 2005:555) was obviously not related to this investigation and words 

with -ee as diminutive suffix were therefore excluded. The frequency of occurrence of the 

nouns derived from transitive and intransitive stem verbs was then calculated. Those stem 

verbs selected from the dictionary, but whose derived nouns were not standardised, i.e. not 

found in the dictionary, became my object of interest in the subsequent Internet search. 

3.3 Internet search 

The Internet search engine Google was used to search for -ee suffixed nouns not listed in the 

dictionary. The results from a pilot study based on 51 verbs showed that the number of hits 

would be too small if the search was limited to British websites, i.e. those websites with the 

domain co.uk. Therefore, no domain limitations were set for the Internet search. For each 

derived noun, the first 20 search results were checked. The websites were examined to ensure 

that they contained English text, since a large number of search results for the -ee suffixed 

nouns actually contained French text. Furthermore, broken links and websites whose aim is 

to list misspelled forms of words were excluded.   

 

In most cases, the -ee and -er/-or suffixed nouns were used directly as search words. The 

derived nouns were only counted when they appeared more than once on the same website or 

3 or more times in different websites. This was to avoid including misspelled words. The 

derived nouns in the first 20 search results were then checked more carefully to make sure 

that they corresponded to the meaning of the stem verbs. The word demonstratee was, for 

example, only counted as the noun derived from the verb demonstrate used in a transitive 

sense with the meaning of ‘show by one’s action’. None of the first 20 search results of 

demonstratee showed that the intransitive verb demonstrate, meaning ‘take part in a public 

demonstration’, could be -ee suffixed.  

 

A large number of entries were irrelevant due to the presence of homographs. As mentioned, 

the -ee suffix can be a diminutive suffix and this problem was even more obvious during the 

Internet search because of user creativity and the high degree of freedom of coining words in 
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colloquial context. An example is the word fishee which has two meanings: it can either 

signify ‘a relatively small fish’ or ‘someone who is caught by a fish’. The first meaning is 

naturally not included in this investigation. Homographs can also affect the result of an 

Internet search in another surprising way. Many of the selected stem verbs, such as guess, 

monkey and label, are used as person names and brand names whose meanings do not have 

any connection to the stem verbs. Therefore, words such as guesser, meaning ‘someone who 

likes the fashion brand “Guess”’, were excluded.   

 

One of the major differences between a dictionary and the Internet is that entries in a 

dictionary follow the alphabetical order. This proved to be a problem for compounds. For 

example, when looking for the derived noun burner in the dictionary, the word Bunsen 

burner was not listed together with the word burner in the dictionary. However, some of the 

search results of the word burner on the Internet were actually part of the compound Bunsen 

burner. In such cases, I excluded compounds because of their potential complexity. 

 

Misspelling is common on the Internet. Words that end in the letter e are frequently 

misspelled as -ee. For example, the entry deceivee gave many hits during the search, but 

many of them were actually misspellings of deceive. In order to decrease the number of hits 

due to misspelling, additional information such as “DETERMINER + NOUN” (both in the 

singular and the plural) was used in the search string, giving results like “a deceivee”, “the 

deceivee”, and “the deceivees”. 

3.4 Semantic criteria, ergativity and contextual anchoring 

The meaning of the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns was further investigated according 

to the semantic criteria of sentience, episodicity and passivity. The criterion of sentience is 

valid if the derived noun is animate. For the sake of more detailed descriptions, I decided to 

comment specifically on those sentient derived nouns denoting animal, instead of human 

entities. The criterion of episodicity was determined by checking whether the -ee suffixed 

noun was actually a participant in the action described by the corresponding stem verb. For 

instance, in order to classify the noun blamee as episodic, the blamee must be either the one 

who blames someone or the one who is blamed for something. The criterion of passivity was 

fulfilled if the -ee suffixed noun has no volitional control over the action described by the 

corresponding stem verb. As an example, a fallee has no control over the act of falling and 

therefore fulfilled the criterion of passivity.  

 

Ergativity was investigated by observing the frequency of agentive -ee suffixed nouns derived 

from intransitive stem verbs in comparison to that of agentive -er/-or suffixed nouns derived 
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from intransitive stem verbs. If the -ee suffix was found to mark a significant number of 

agentive nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs in comparison to the -er/-or suffix, and 

at the same time functioned as a marker of the recipient nouns derived from transitive stem 

verbs, ergativity was shown. 

  

The -ee derived nouns with transitive stem verbs were checked to see if there was any 

evidence for contextual anchoring, as shown by the presence of both the -er/-or suffixed 

noun and the -ee suffixed noun in the quoted example sentences. 

4. Analysis and results  

4.1 Results 

In this section, I give an account of the number and relative frequency of standardised and 

non-standardised nouns with the -ee and -er/-or suffixes found in the dictionary and on the 

Internet. This is followed by a presentation of the semantic criteria and semantic roles of the 

non-standardised nouns with the -ee suffix. I will also show some examples of the co-

existence of -ee and -er/-or suffix in their immediate context.     

4.1.1 Frequency of derived nouns in the dictionary 

As described in Section 3.1, 200 intransitive verbs and 200 transitive verbs were selected 

from The Oxford Dictionary of English (2005). These verbs are listed in Appendix A and B 

respectively. Some of the verbs appear in both appendices, because they were the first verbs 

found in a particular dictionary section and could be used both transitively and intransitively. 

Some of the verbs such as handle, which are traditionally used transitively, were also 

included in Appendix A as intransitive verbs since, according to the dictionary, they can 

actually be used intransitively.    

 

Of the 200 intransitive verbs, 75 of them (37.5%) have standardised -er/-or suffixed nouns. 

Only one of the 200 intransitive verbs (0.5%), enrol, has a standardised -ee suffixed noun. 

 

Of the 200 transitive verbs, 77 of them (38.5%) have standardised -er/-or suffixed nouns. Six 

of the 200 transitive verbs (3%) were found to have standardised -ee suffixed nouns. They are 

assign, award, dedicate, endorse, enrol and mortgage. 
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In total, a little more than one third of the selected transitive (38.5%) and intransitive verbs 

(37.5%) have standardised -er/-or suffixed nouns. Standardised derived -ee nouns are, 

however, rather uncommon for both types of verbs.  

4.1.2 Frequency of derived nouns on the Internet 

The stem verbs which do not have standardised -ee suffixed nouns were included in the 

Internet search. In other words, the Internet search included 199 intransitive stem verbs and 

194 transitive stem verbs. All of the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns were also searched 

for together with the presence of -er/-or suffixed nouns for evidence of contextual anchoring.  

 

Of the 199 non-standardised intransitive stem verbs, 7 of them (3.5%) were found to have -ee 

suffixed nouns. These are: adventuree, drinkee, fallee, hymnee, stumblee, swearee and 

vacationee. 

 

Of the 194 non-standardised transitive stem verbs, 71 of them (37%) were found to have -ee 

suffixed nouns. The derived nouns are:      

 

abortee askee authenticatee banee beepee blamee 

boostee boxee buckee burnee cannabalisee charmee 

cherishee comprehendee constitutee corroboratee demonstratee discreditee 

dolee doublee drinkee establishee exportee feedee 

fishee foolee grabbee guessee handlee hecklee 

herdee huggee incorporatee injuree jabbee kidnappee 

labelee leadee linkee lynchee messee nailee 

negotiatee occludee oglee openee paintee peckee 

pluggee possessee practisee preventee procuree pulsee 

quarteree rammee rogeree ruinee scoopee sellee 

shaggee silencee sittee smokee swearee taggee 

temptee thrashee topplee trashee vacatee  

 

Figure 1 summarises the number of -ee suffixed nouns derived from both intransitive and 

transitive stem verbs in the dictionary and on the Internet, and the number of -er/-or 

suffixed nouns in the dictionary. The actual number of occurrences is indicated by the 

number above each column. As can be seen, more transitive than intransitive stem verbs, 

both standardised and non-standardised, have -ee suffixed nouns. In addition, the majority 

of -ee suffixed nouns found on the Internet were not listed in the dictionary. As for the 
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-er/-or suffixed nouns, the number of occurrences is similar for those derived from transitive 

and intransitive stem verbs.  

 

 
Figure 1. Number of -ee and -er/-or suffixed nouns derived from intransitive and transitive stem 

verbs in the dictionary (standardised) and on the Internet (non-standardised)  

 

4.1.3 Semantic roles and semantic properties of -ee suffixed nouns 

The non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns were analysed in order to check their semantic roles 

and whether they fulfil the semantic properties of sentience, episodicity and passivity. 

Example sentences for the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive and 

transitive stem verbs are listed in Appendix C and D respectively. The table in Appendix E 

shows the semantic roles and semantic properties of the derived nouns. For the semantic 

properties, a ‘+’ sign means that the -ee suffixed noun exhibits a particular semantic 

property, whereas a ‘-’ sign means that the semantic property does not apply to the -ee 

suffixed noun. The number given to each derived noun in Appendix E corresponds to the 

number given to each example sentence in Appendix C and D. 

 

All -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs fulfil the semantic properties of 

sentience and episodicity. All of them also take on the semantic role of agent. However, the 

derived noun fallee differs from other -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs 

in terms of passivity. While the other agentive derived nouns usually initiate the action 
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described by the stem verb, a fallee is more reasonably considered as an individual who lacks 

control of the fall. 

 

For the -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs, all of them except doublee, 

establishee, importee, occludee and possessee denote sentient entities. In addition, herdee 

and leadee can refer to animals; establishee and occludee are used in the field of technology; 

doublee and possessee are linguistic terms. Episodicity applies to all of the derived nouns in  

-ee. In contrast to the -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs, most of the -ee 

suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs show passivity. The semantic roles, on the 

other hand, are more heterogeneous. While the majority take on the semantic role of patient, 

negotiatee, openee, pulsee, sellee, and vacatee take on various semantic roles such as theme 

and beneficiary.  

4.1.4 Examples of contextual anchoring 

Evidence of contextual anchoring was found predominantly with nouns derived from 

transitive stem verbs. Here are a number of example sentences: 

 

(20)  Are you the asker or the askee?2 

(21) A preventive war is launched to prevent an enemy from becoming stronger in the 

future, thereby fighting the war on terms favorable to preventor, not the preventee.3 

(22) Ramming Always Works: Although mutually destructive for both the rammeer and 

rammee.4 

 

The -ee suffixed noun occurs after the -er suffixed noun in example (20), (21) and (22), but 

the opposite could also be found: 

  

(23) I want to be the demonstratee with, Hmmmmmmmm as the demonstrator, […].5 

(24)  The latter construction, in contrast, views the possessee as an entity separated from 

its possessor, and the predicate as applying solely to the possessee.6 

 
                                                        
2 http://drownedinsound.com/community/boards/social/2909847 
3 http://securitydilemmas.blogspot.se/2006/03/national-security-strategy-pre-emption.html 
4 http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Literature/Namelesswar 
5 http://www.datehookup.com/thread-91168-106.htm 
6 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-linguistics/article/the-zoom-on-possessee-

construction-in-kam-dong-the-anatomy-of-a-new-construction type/2ABA59CAF87012490D4 
B805AF62AF085 
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Sometimes the meaning of the -ee suffixed noun was even explicitly explained in the context: 

 

(25)  This means what it sounds like: taking advantage of someone else's work, […] in order 

to slam a rapid publication into press ahead of the Scoopee, the person who actually 

had the idea.7 

(26) One way around this would be for import to see if the importee (the imported 

package) (1) is in the same directory (no problem, this already works) […].8 

4.2 Analysis  

4.2.1 Standardised and non-standardised -er/-or and -ee suffixed nouns 

A comparison between the number of standardised and non-standardised nouns shown in 

Figure 1 indicates that both the -er/-or and -ee suffix are much more frequent on the Internet 

than in the dictionary. This can be explained by the fact that The Oxford Dictionary of 

English (2005) is a corpus-based dictionary compiled using chiefly the British English 

Corpus (The Oxford Dictionary of English, 2005:xii). This means that the dictionary entries 

include only English words spoken or written by native English users. In other words, nouns 

found in dictionary are those which were well-established. The non-standardised suffixed 

nouns, on the other hand, were found on any Internet site, without the prerequisite that the 

-er/-or and -ee suffixed nouns must be used by native English speakers. Since there is no 

doubt that English is the lingua franca of millions of people, it is reasonable to claim that 

even non-native English speakers having probably a slightly different understanding of 

English semantics and syntax contribute to the linguistic changes and creativity in the 

English language. Thus, even non-standardised -er/-or and the -ee suffixed nouns are 

important in the understanding of the semantic and syntactic properties of the suffixes.  

 

Turning to my main point of interest, -ee suffixed nouns, the difference in the number of 

occurrences between those derived from intransitive and transitive stem verbs can already be 

observed among standardised nouns (1 and 6 respectively). The difference is even more 

pronounced among non-standardised nouns (7 and 71 respectively). Another striking 

difference is the number of -ee nouns derived from transitive stem verbs, whose number of 

occurrences is six for the standardised nouns and 71 for the non-standardised nouns. The 

apparently high productivity of the -ee suffix in non-standardised nouns is potentially related 

to its semantic and syntactic properties.  

                                                        
7 http://sennoma.net/?p=384 
8 https://mailinglist-archive.mojah.be/python-main/2001-11/msg00087.php 
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4.2.2 Sentience of non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns 

All the six -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs fulfil the criterion of 

sentience. Among the 71 -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs, five of them 

denote inanimate entities: doublee, establishee, importee, occludee and possessee. Of the 

remaining 66 sentient -ee suffixed nouns, most of them denote human entities, with the 

exception of herdee and leadee, which are used to denote animals. It can therefore be 

postulated that -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs can only refer to 

sentient entities. Conversely, -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs can also 

refer to insentient entities. The reason for this is that non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns 

derived from transitive stem verbs are possibly characterised primarily by their property of 

passivity, which overrides the criterion of sentience. For instance, none of the -ee suffixed 

nouns derived from transitive stem verbs are agentive (not passive), a property shown by all -

-ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs. Therefore, passivity can sometimes 

become the dominant criterion of sentience for -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive 

stem verbs. This is certainly the case when the -ee suffixed nouns are used in linguistics, as 

shown by (27) and (28) below: 

 

(27) The adverbial expression would function as the doubler. The doublee would. [sic] then 

move to an argument position in the clause, e.g., to the subject position.9 

(28) The latter construction, in contrast, views the possessee as an entity separated from 

its possessor, and the predicate as applying solely to the possessee.10 

 
In (29)-(31), the -ee suffixed nouns are neither sentient nor agentive. None of the -ee suffixed 

nouns in (29)-(31) are linguistic terms. However, all three of them signify something being 

affected by the action described by the stem verb i.e. passivity. This further supports the fact 

that in reality, passivity is an important criterion for -ee suffixed nouns. Sentience, on the 

other hand, is comparatively less important. 

 

                                                        
9 https://books.google.se/books?id=xU6SAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA575&lpg=PA575&dq=%22as+the+d 

oubler.+the+doublee%22&source=bl&ots=H4gQUs8ER7&sig=NkWtRvKy6YpQbaDj4QT_68nLD
C8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwifoPSK5ujWAhXFNpoKHfaTBhcQ6AEIKjAA#v=onepage&q=%
22as%20the%20doubler.%20the%20doublee%22&f=false 

10 https://books.google.se/books?id=_NUPAQAAMAAJ&q=%22predicate+as+applying+solely+to 
+the+possessee%22&dq=%22predicate+as+applying+solely+to+the+possessee%22&hl=en&s
a=X&ved=0ahUKEwio_prI5ujWAhWkPZoKHZp8CQgQ6AEIKjAA 
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(29) Step addition inserts a task into the network in order to establish some open 

precondition of another task (the establishee).11 

(30) One way around this would be for import to see if the importee (the imported 

package) (1) is in the same directory (no problem, this already works) […].12 

(31) Then, for every potential occludee, we see whether its projection is inside the 

combined occluder projection.13 

 
The three examples in which the -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs denote 

animals fulfil the criterion of sentience: 

 

(32)  Gentle handling of this fish is important for the handler and the handlee!14 

(33) […] it runs around trying to round up blond (only blond) women and bring them back 

to her. Hilarious (that is if you’re not the herdee or the dog owner).15  

(34) When I first got my stallion he was really not respectful; […] It communicates to them 

that you are the Leader, and they are the Leadee.16 

 

However, it must be noted that while handlee, herdee and leadee are animals, the 

corresponding -er suffixed nouns handler, herder and leader are indeed human. It is 

uncertain if handlee, herdee and leadee are still possible derivatives when the handler, 

herder and leader are animals, or even still, insentient entities. Consequently, if the handler 

in (32) is a machine, the herder in (33) another dog, and the leader in (34) another stallion, 

it is unlikely that handlee, herdee and leadee are appropriate terms to use here. Here, we 

encounter the peculiar case of the sentience of the -ee suffixed noun may actually depend on 

the sentience of the corresponding -er suffixed noun which, unfortunately, cannot be shown 

directly from the search results.  

4.2.3 Episodicity of non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns 

All non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns are episodically linked to their stem verbs, meaning 

that there is a direct relation between the -ee nouns and the action described by their stem 

                                                        
11 http://studylib.net/doc/13754155/metaplanning-for--multiple--agents 
12 https://mailinglist-archive.mojah.be/python-main/2001-11/msg00087.php 
13 https://www.gamedev.net/articles/programming/graphics/geometry-culling-in-3d-engines-r1212/ 
14 www.calvertnet.k12.md.us/cms/One.aspx?portalId=123424&pageId=1135995 
15 https://www.reddit.com/r/ArtisanVideos/comments/2p9gtn/brilliant_sheep_herding_demonstrat 

ion _using/ 
16 https://www.backyardchickens.com/threads/stubborn-green-horse-ground-work.1142727/ 
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verbs. This may seem obvious, but the episodicity of the -ee suffix is actually more restrictive 

than that of the -er/-or suffix: 

 

(35) The adverbial expression would function as the doubler. The doublee would. [sic] then 

move to an argument position in the clause, e.g., to the subject position.17 

 

In (35), it is possible to interpret doubler as either ‘something which doubles 

someone/something’ or ‘a linguistic device used to double something’. This means that -er 

suffixed nouns can be agentive (doubler as the entity which initiates the action of doubling) 

or instrumental (doubler as a linguistic device). The instrumental usage of doubler is not 

episodically linked to the action of double. In contrast, the noun doublee can only be 

interpreted as ‘something affected by the action of doubling’, the patient. The semantic role of 

patient is thus episodically linked to the action described by the stem verb. Furthermore, 

episodicity as a necessary criterion for -ee suffixation is supported by the non-standardised 

-ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs: all the 7 non-standardised -ee 

suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs are agentive participants episodically 

involved in the events described by their stem verbs. Thus, the criterion of episodicity for 

most -ee nouns mentioned in Section 2.4 is valid. 

4.2.4 Passivity and semantic roles of non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns 

All non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs participate in the 

action described by their stem verbs in a passive manner, while those derived from 

intransitive stem verbs are active participants, except fallee. It is therefore possible to 

conclude that those -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs lack volitional 

control over the action described by their stem verbs, while those derived from intransitive 

stem verbs have volitional control. However, how can the passivity of fallee be explained, 

despite its semantic role as agent? The answer lies in the fact that the relationship between 

passivity and semantic role is not clearcut. While a fallee is someone who falls, the fall itself is 

not fully controllable by the fallee. Instead, a fall is usually caused by an external incident, 

although the fallee is the agentive participant of the fall, as observed by those who witness the 

fall. An analogy, which is not included in the Internet search, is absentee. Despite being 

agentive, an absentee is usually absent because of circumstances that the absentee 

himself/herself lacks control of. This means that the semantic role of agent does not 

necessarily imply that the concerned noun has volitional control over the action described by 

the stem verb. Therefore, it is reasonable to divide the semantic role of agent into two finer 

categories – agents having control over their actions, and those who do not.       
                                                        
17 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.215.7191&rep=rep1&type=pdf 
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With the above criterion of volitional control in mind, the interpretation of -ee suffixed nouns 

derived from intransitive verbs other than fallee can be modified. For instance, an 

adventuree may be different from an adventurer because the adventuree is forced to take on 

an adventure. This is even more obvious in the case of swearee (with the meaning of 

someone taking an oath), in which the swearee is made to swear in the church. Here, it is the 

context that determines whether the -ee suffixed nouns are passive. 

 

While all -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs take the semantic role of 

agent, those derived from transitive stem verbs can be patient, theme or beneficiary. The four 

-ee suffixed nouns which take semantic roles other than patient are negotiatee, openee, sellee 

and vacatee: 

 

(36)  Does it tell us who is the negotiator and who is the negotiatee?18 

(37)  Open doors for people who need them opening. […] And if you are the openee, for 

goodness sake reciprocate and say thank you.19 

(38)  The seller’s concern – what it is. The sellee’s concern – what it will do for me. 20 

(39)  […] those occupying needed spaces can unlock by using a turn to retrieve ALL workers, 

and opponents can fill the spaces up before the turn comes back to the vacatee.21  

 

In examples (36)-(39), the -ee suffixed nouns have various semantic roles other than patient: 

Someone negotiates something with the negotiatee (theme); someone opens the door to the 

openee (beneficiary); someone sells something to the sellee (beneficiary) and, someone 

vacates a place for the vacatee (beneficiary). These non-agentive semantic roles are therefore 

always entailed by a preposition, much like the replacement of indirect objects with 

prepositional phrases. The question is, when the semantic role of patient is absent, as in (36) 

(something which is negotiated) and (38) (something which is sold), why is the -ee suffixed 

noun interpreted as theme and beneficiary respectively instead of patient? One reason is that 

the direct objects of the four stem verbs – negotiate, open, sell and vacate can only take on 

                                                        
18 https://lifehacker.com/you-have-to-pay-attention-to-the-details-when-you-re-re-1788805064 
19 https://books.google.se/books?id=CeqV7Cd3CM4C&pg=PA123&lpg=PA123&dq=%22openee 

%22+door&source=bl&ots=YvfqToJRr&sig=8Mqw30fYrDcFub50sPJV7XL1S8Y&hl=en&sa=X&v
ed=0ahUKEwjwy7ibqevWAhWINpoKHZH5A78Q6AEIRjAI#v=onepage&q=%22openee%22&f=f
ale 

20 http://www.awaionline.com/2010/05/the-writers-life-livin-it-up/ 
21 https://boardgamegeek.com/geeklist/140256/worker-placement-games 
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the semantic role of insentient patient. This is to say, a negotiatee, an openee, a sellee and a 

vacatee cannot be patient of their corresponding stem verbs, because they are sentient. If 

they cannot take the role of patient because of the semantic requirement of the stem verbs, 

the semantic role they take will most naturally be other semantic roles such as theme and 

beneficiary.  

 

As for the -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive verb stems, it has already been 

mentioned in Section 4.2.3 that while the -er/-or suffixed nouns can be either agentive or 

instrumental, the -ee suffix is more restrictive in the sense that it can only be episodically 

linked to the stem verb as an agentive noun.  

4.2.5 Ergativity 

To investigate the relationship between the -ee suffix and ergativity, it is important to 

examine the suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs, since in ergative languages, 

the object of transitive verbs shares its case marking with the subject of intransitive verbs: 

they are both in the absolutive case. The -ee suffix nominalises intransitive as well as 

transitive verbs. -ee suffixed nouns are agentive when the stem verbs are intransitive, and 

non-agentive when the stem verbs are transitive, as illustrated by Table 1: 

 
Table 1. Schematic representation of how the -ee suffix demonstrates ergativity 

 
 Intransitive stem verbs Transitive stem verbs 

Agentive -ee nouns  

Non-agentive  -ee nouns 

 

As can be seen in Appendix E, -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs 

represent subjects of their stem verbs and -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem 

verbs represent objects of their stem verbs. However, in order to show the relationship 

between -ee suffix and ergativity, one also has to take a closer look at the extent to which the 

-ee suffix was used to derive nouns which are subjects of their intransitive stem verbs, as 

shown in Table 2:  
 

Table 2. Number of non-standardized -ee suffixed nouns 
 

Subject 7 (3.5% of 199 intransitive stem verbs) 

Object 71 (37% of 194 transitive stem verbs ) 
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In Table 2, it is clearly shown that the number of -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive 

stem verbs which represent subjects of the stem verbs, e.g. adventuree as the one who 

adventures, swearee as the one who swears, is extremely small, as predicted in Section 2.6.1. 

The -ee suffix is more frequently used to derive nouns representing objects. In that case, the 

relationship between -ee suffix and ergativity is indeed very weak. How could the existence of 

non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive verbs be explained then, if 

ergativity is not present? It is possible that some properties of the -ee suffix, such as 

sentience, episodicity and the lack of volitional control are unique and irreplaceable by other 

suffixes such as the -er/-or suffix.     

 

Referring back to Section 2.6.1, the French -é shows split ergativity in the sense that it is used 

with intransitive verbs and verbs in the passive voice (transitive) in conjunction with the 

special auxiliary verb être. The English use of -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive 

stem verbs does not, however, exist in French. Rather, in order to be nominalised by the -é 

suffix, a French verb must be transitive. This indicates that this specific use of -ee suffixed 

nouns in English may be due to the semantic criteria of the -ee suffixed nouns developed in 

English rather than its relation to ergativity. In fact, the semantic criteria of the -ee suffix are 

so important that the -ee suffix can be considered, as Barker mentioned, “syntactically blind” 

(Barker, 1998:711).  

4.2.6 Contextual anchoring 

As mentioned in Section 4.1.4, contextual anchoring, when an -ee suffixed noun is found in 

the immediate vicinity of an -er/-or suffixed noun derived from the same stem verb, can be 

found in numerous examples. In addition, the -ee suffixed nouns can appear either before or 

after the -er/-or suffixed nouns. The phenomenon is especially obvious in the case of non-

standardised -ee suffixed nouns, since the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns are more 

likely to be recent coinages on the Internet whose meaning is better understood in the 

presence of the corresponding -er/-or suffixed nouns. Standardised -ee suffixed nouns, such 

as enrolee and awardee, are more easily understood even in the absence of their 

counterparts, enroller and awarder, because of their well-established meanings.  

 

While the meaning of some -ee suffixed nouns such as kidnappee and feedee can be easily 

deduced, the meaning of other -ee suffixed nouns such as preventee and smokee is not as 

clear, if the corresponding -er/-or suffixed nouns are not present: 
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(40) A preventive war is launched to prevent an enemy from becoming stronger in the 

future, thereby fighting the war on terms favorable to preventor, not the preventee.22 

(41) One must let the good smoke coax the gentleness out of tight muscle. Both the smokee 

and the smoker.23 

 

The reason is that the stem verbs involved in (40) and (41), prevent and smoke, are either 

syntactically or semantically more complex than other stem verbs such as kidnap and feed. 

The verb prevent usually takes the construction of ‘to prevent someone/something from 

doing something’. In (40), the interpretation of the noun preventee is therefore ‘someone 

who is prevented by another person from doing something’. In other words, the meaning of 

the noun preventee involves two levels of passivity – the first level is indicated by the phrase 

“by another person” and the second level by the phrase “from doing something”. In 

comparison, the meaning of preventor is more easily interpreted as ‘someone who prevents 

something from happening’. Therefore, the presence of preventor in the immediate vincity of 

preventee facilitates the understanding of the latter. In (41), the verb smoke takes the 

meaning of ‘smoking food’. This meaning is semantically entailed by smoker in the same 

sentence, which practically means ‘someone who smokes food’. In this way, the 

understanding of the meaning of smokee as “the food being smoked” is also facilitated by the 

presence of smoker.  

 

The above two examples show the importance of contextual anchoring in the understanding 

of -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive stem verbs which are syntactically or 

semantically more complex. However, contextual anchoring was not found in -ee nouns 

derived from intransitive stem verbs, which indicates that the meaning and the agentive role 

of -ee nouns derived from intransitive stem verbs are probably more easily understood, so 

that contextual anchoring is not required.  

5. Conclusion  

The origin of the -ee suffix in English can be traced back to the French inflectional morpheme 

-é, which was one of the numerous French linguistic influences on English after the Norman 

Conquest. The English -ee suffix, as well as the French -é suffix, can nominalise verbs. 

However, while the French -é suffix can only nominalise transitive verbs to become nouns 

which take the semantic role of patient, the English -ee suffix, can in addition, nominalise 
                                                        
22 http://securitydilemmas.blogspot.se/2006/03/national-security-strategy-pre-emption.html 
23 http://www.bigburrito.com/eatbig/fuller_archive/2008.html 
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intransitive verbs to become agentive nouns – a function resembling that of the -er/-or suffix 

in English. 

 

In this study, I have, using the Internet, investigated the semantic and syntactic properties of 

the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns. By a random selection of 200 intransitive and 200 

transitive stem verbs from the Oxford Dictionary of English (2005), I examined firstly those 

stem verbs which have standardised -ee suffixed nouns. The remaining stem verbs were then 

used to create non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns, which were then searched for on the 

Internet using the search engine Google. The semantic and syntactic properties of those non-

standardised -ee suffixed nouns found on the Internet were then examined. In addition, the 

phenomenon of contextual anchoring was briefly looked at. 

 

The results show that most of the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns are derived from 

transitive stem verbs and only a few are derived from intransitive stem verbs. Most -ee 

suffixed nouns are episodically linked to the stem verbs from which they are derived. Almost 

all of the non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns denote sentient entities with a few exceptions 

used in the field of linguistics and technology. All of these exceptions exhibit passivity, which 

indicates that passivity is probably a more salient factor than sentience for -ee suffixed nouns 

derived from transitive stem verbs. Furthermore, -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive 

stem verbs are agentive, whereas those derived from transitive stem verbs are either patient, 

theme or beneficiary. Moreover, an agentive -ee suffixed noun derived from intransitive stem 

verb can also exhibit passivity, when an -ee suffixed noun lacks volitional control over the 

action described by the stem verb, such as in the case of fallee.  

 

The fact that the -ee suffix can be a derivational suffix shared by both the objects of transitive 

stem verbs and the subjects of intransitive stem verbs implies that ergativity is involved. 

However, the results show that the number of agentive nouns derived from the -ee suffix is 

exceedingly small compared to those derived from the -er/-or suffix. Therefore, the existence 

of agentive -ee suffixed nouns is probably only due to the semantic properties of the -ee 

suffix, such as sentience and episodicity, instead of ergativity. 

 
Finally, some non-standardised -ee suffixed nouns were found to co-exist with the -er/-or 

nouns derived from the same stem verb in the immediate context. This can be explained by 

the fact that the stem verbs of some -ee suffixed nouns have complicated semantic and 

syntactic properties and their meanings would be more easily interpreted if they are entailed 

by their corresponding -er/-or suffixed nouns.   
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Appendix A 

(Verbs 1) Stem verbs selected from The Oxford Dictionary of English (2005) 
which can be used intransitively   
 

abort crab hee-haw nurse self-destruct 
ache croon herd occlude shade 
adventure curl hive officiate shag 
agonise dabble honeymoon ooh short-circuit 
alter dedifferentiate hum originate slit 
angle degenerate hymn outspan sit 
apex demonstrate ignite pair slither 
arbitrage desist import parachute smoke 
ask discriminate inflate pasture soften 
assort dispense innovate pech spectate 
authenticate dolly interpose preambulate splinter 
baa double irrupt perspirer sprog 
balloon draggle jabber phone star 
barrel drink jubilate piddle stem 
beep economise junket pitchpole stow 
berry egosurf kill plug stumble 
blade endure kloof ponce succeed 
bleat enrol labour posture surrender 
blunder epimerise lamp powwow swear 
boot evaporate lead prey tag 
box expostulate lessen prod tamper 
breathe fable limp protrude temporise 
bubble fall linger pulsate testify 
burn feed loiter puzzle thrash 
cannon fife lyse quarter tide 
capitulate fish mag ram titter 
cave fool manage rebook topple 
centre forage march redouble trash talk 
chart front meander rehearse trespass 
chew fulminate meld research tunnel 
chortle gaze mess retch type 
circulate gel migrate ring umpire 
clown germinate mither rode unionise 
coagulate gleam monkey rot unwind 
combine grab mosey ruin vacation 
compress guess mug sail venture 
confabulate gunkhole nanny save visit 
constrict habilitate negotiate scavenge waddle 
corrode handle nest scoope wash 
cosy hasten nod secede welsh 
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Appendix B 

(Verbs 2) Stem verbs selected from The Oxford Dictionary of English (2005) 
which can be used transitively  
 

abort cozen heckle nourish sell 
acetylate crook herd occlude shackle 
adventure cure hive ogle shag 
agonise dabble honeycomb open shore 
alter dedicate hug originate silence 
amplify deglaze hydroxylate outsit sit 
apex demonstrate ignite paint silver 
arbitrate deseed incorporate par smoke 
ask discredit indwell passivise soften 
assign disjoint injure peck speed 
authenticate dole interpolate preambulate splice 
award double iron personalise splitzer 
ban draggle jab phone star 
barrage drink judaise picture stem 
beep edge jury pith stow 
berth egress kidnap plug stultify 
blame endorse kludge polyurethane subvocalise 
blazon enrol label possess surmount 
blunge establish lamp practise swear 
boost evaporate lead prevent tag 
box export lessen procure tamp 
breathe fab limber protonate tempt 
buck fallow link pulse tessellate 
burn feed loop putz thrash 
cannabalise fig lynch quarter tide 
capsize fish machine ram toast 
cave fool maltreat rebind topple 
cense forage marble redintergrate trash 
charm frogmarch mean regularise trepan 
cherish fume meld rescale tup 
chorus gazette mess retard two-time 
circularise gel miff rile umlaut 
cloy germinate mither roger unhood 
coal glean monkey rosin untack 
comb grab mortgage ruin vacate 
comprehend guess muff sail venerate 
cone guillotine nail savage vignette 
constitute habituate negotiate scavenge wack 
corroborate handle nitride scoope ward 
costume hasp noddle seclude welt 
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Appendix C 

Example sentences of -ee suffixed nouns derived from intransitive verb stems  
 
1. Adventuree 

 Adventure is in the eye of the adventuree.  
 (http://groups.google.com/group/rec.climbing/tree/browse_frm/month/1991-

09?_done=%2Fgroup%2Frec.climbing%2Fbrowse_frm%2Fmonth%2F1991-09%3F&; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

2. Drinkee 

 Like the classic Irish Car Bomb, this drink concoction follows the same idea, but instead 
of slamming Guinness, Baileys and whiskey, the drinkee will use hot sake and beer 
(preferably Japanese). 

 (http://www.statenews.com/article.phtml?pk=28163; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

3. Fallee 

 The Pitt research is among a range of studies increasing in scope around the country to 
address falls and how to prevent them, or how to reduce the likelihood that the "fallee" 
will be seriously injured when they occur. 

 (http://www.postgazette.com/pg/04293/397825.stm; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

4. Hymnee 

 But that could be dangerous -- not for the hymnee, of course, but for the unearthly 
choristers, who, if they were to pull this job off,  would have to have very thick skins, and 
would have to be directed by the most precise of maestros; one false note and Professor 
Ross would be at the stand, demanding the wand to whip those shameless laggards into 
shape. 

 (http://homepage.mac.com/bdwlecteur/Brian/Documents/Occasionals/LJRoss.html; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 

  

5. Stumblee 

 Least the stumblee would possibly feel at home due to the nature of the chats and fun, I 
hope  that and the fact there is quite a lot of HT chat around the whole place. 

 (http://www.avlmagazine.com.au/forum/showthread.php?p=7931; accessed 9 May 
2007) 

 

6. Swearee 

 What’s more, as he pointed out, this is America, and the swearee need not use a bible at 
all ... they can merely ‘affirm.’ 

 (http://www.sluggerotoole.com/index.php/weblog/comments/st_patrick_a_dress_up_
doll/; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

7. Vacationee 

 Who picks up the slack or does the vacationee just come back to a buried desk. 
 (http://forums.televisionwithoutpity.com/index.php?showtopic=3135742&st=30; 

accessed 9 May 2007) 
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Appendix D 

Example sentences of -ee suffixed nouns derived from transitive verb stems  
 
8. Abortee 

 Much of the actual work of the abort is done by the abortee. 
 (http://www.iuma.ulpgc.es/users/jmiranda/gnat-rts/rts/s-tasuti__adb.htm; accessed 9 

May 2007) 
 

9. Askee 

 Well you are the "asker" if you walk up to someone and start pulling out your come on 
lines etc, the "askee" is the one who sits there and listens etc. 

 (http://www.biggie.co.nz/interaction/forum/the_lounge/asker_or_askee.html; accessed 
9 May 2007) 

 

10. Authenticatee 

 The Authentication Request may also be digitally signed which allows the 
Authenticatee to verify the credentials of the Authenticator. 

 (http://www.zvon.org/tmRFC/RFC2801/Output/chapter9.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

11. Bannee 

 Problem with it as it stands any idiot can ban someone and that'll stick even if the banner 
is being a nob and the bannee hasn't actually done anything wrong. 

 (http://forums.multiplay.co.uk/archive/index.php/t-41894.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

12. Beepee 

 I am most likely the beeper then [sic] the beepee (one who gets beeped at). 
 (http://blog.myspace.com/faithplusgeorgia; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

13. Blamee 
On the resulting account, blame is called for when (a) the blamer’s belief that the blamee 
has acted badly is true, and (b) the blamer’s desire that the blamee not have violated a 
moral principle to which the blamer is committed is justified by the very considerations 
that justify his commitment itself. 
(http://www.oxfordscholarship.com/oso/public/content/philosophy/9780195187427/ac
prof-0195187423-chapter-7.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

14. Boostee 

 The booster will attempt to pick the boostee up and launch him on top of people's heads. 
 (http://www.economicexpert.com/a/Boost:music.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

15. Boxee 

 Lunging [sic] to initiate contact with the offensive player puts the defender off-balance, 
and the boxee can easily bull his way past the boxer's lead foot. 

 (http://espn.go.com/page2/s/rosen/030117.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
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16. Buckee 

 One is free to buck the conventional wisdom, but the burden is on the bucker, not on the 
buckee. 

 (http://www.classicalmusicguide.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?p=124274&sid=4d2f7e05
8be9f0a8208437a79bd6a9bb; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

17. Burnee 
 Let them burn the flag, it says more about the burner than the burnee. 
 (http://www.cosmicconservative.com/weblog/?p=737; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

18. Cannabalisee 

 If you're going to CHOOSE to be the cannabalizer or the cannabalizee, why, oh why 
would you chose to be the one that SITS THERE AND GETS EATEN? 

 (http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1035873/posts; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

19. Charmee 

[…] charms" allow the charmer to take control of the charmee […]. 
(http://www.search.com/reference/MMORPG_terms_and_acronyms; accessed 9 May 
2007) 

 

20. Cherishee 

 The cherisher says to the cherishee: "I care for your growth; I am good to you that you 
may grow. 

 (http://www.nytimes.com/books/first/y/young-bruehl-cherishment.html; accessed 9 
May 2007) 

 

21. Comprehendee 

 What he advocated is that the comprehender actively keeps “extraposition” relative to the 
comprehendee.  

 (http://202.116.64.96:8001/xwlw/detail.jsp?channelid=65005&record=557; accessed 9 
May 2007) 

 

22. Consitutee 

 Constituter can possibly exist in the absence of the constitutee. 
 (http://humanities.ucsc.edu/NEH/strawson1.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

23. Corroboratee 

The first is the question whether the evidence elicited from the corroborator is 
considered entirely apart from that of the corroboratee […]. 
(http://online.ceb.com/calcases/CA2/155CA2d117.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

24. Demonstratee 

 How about I'll be the demonstratee? […] I'll prove it to him if you'll be my 
"demonstrator." 

 (http://online.ceb.com/calcases/CA2/155CA2d117.htm; accessed 9 May 2007); accessed 
9 May 2007) 
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25. Discreditee 

 When The Discreditor Becomes the Discreditee. 
 (http://www.google.com/search?client=opera&rls=sv&q=When+The+Discreditor+Beco

mes+the+Discreditee&sourceid=opera&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

26. Dolee 

 The doler can decide not to dole to the dolee. 
 (http://thehighroad.org/archive/index.php/t-177356.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

27. Doublee 
 The adverbial expression would function as the doubler. The doublee would.[sic] then 

move to an argument position in the clause, e.g., to the subject position. 
 (http://www.ciscl.unisi.it/doc/doc_pub/Extended%20doubling.Probus.pdf; accessed 9 

May 2007) 
 

28. Drinkee 

 The drinker fills the shot glass again and the drinkee waits for the person to pick up the 
shot and then starts rolling. 

 (http://www.realbeer.com/fun/games/games-17.php; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

29. Establishee 

 Step addition inserts a task into the network in order to establish some open precondition 
of another task (the establishee).  

 (www.isi.edu/soar/astt/aips98.doc; accessed 9 May 2007)  
 

30. Exportee 

 That might seem like a great idea... until you realize we've done this before and most, if 
not all, of our experience seems to demonstrate that without technology advocacy, 
education, and training in the exportee culture, things are not success. 

 (http://www.techsource.ala.org/blog/2006/12/have-laptop-will-learn.html; accessed 9 
May 2007)  

 

31. Feedee 

 The feeder provides the feedee with an abundant supply of food, […]The feeder is 
typically more dominant, while the feedee is often more submissive. 

 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feeder_(fetish); accessed 9 May 2007)  
 

32. Fishee 

 Sometimes you're the fisher, sometimes you're the fishee. 
 (http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1671341/posts; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

33. Foolee 

 But at the end of it all, no one likes to be "the Foolee". It is much more fun to be the 
Fooler. 

 (http://www.stupidchurchpeople.com/2005_04_01_stupidchurchpeople_archive.html; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 
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34. Grabbee 

 The expression on some of the faces of those being grabbed was priceless... a mixture of 
panic and sheer terror on the face of the grabber and the grabbee. 

 (http://www.assessrisk.com/personal/blog.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

35. Guessee 

When time's up, both cluer and guesser get one point for each correctly ... If correct, the 
person guessed is out of this round, and the guessee goes again. 
(http://www.mbinde.com/games/parlor-games.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

36. Handlee 

 Gentle handling of this fish is important for the handler and the handlee! 
 (http://www.calvertnet.k12.md.us/schools/chespax/whiteperch.html; accessed 9 May 

2007) 
 

37. Hecklee 

 Sure a heckler can be unnerving to the hecklee but absent profanity or unlawful threats I 
cannot see how it would concern the umpire. 

 (http://forum.officiating.com/archive/index.php/t-20610.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

38. Herdee 

 Any herding breed dog will nip, or bite, whatever it's trying to herd if the herdee doesn't 
respond the way the herder wants it to. 

 (http://www.homesteadingtoday.com/showthread.php?t=67865; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

39. Huggee 

 Hugger and huggee still assume the same roles and the benefits are often equally 
great, even if they are only virtual. 

 (http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/A603668; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

40. Importee 
 One way around this would be for import to see if the importee (the imported package) 

(1) is in the same directory (no problem, this already works) […]. 
 (http://mail.python.org/pipermail/python-list/2001-November/111561.html; accessed 9 

May 2007) 
 

41. Incorporatee 

 Only time will tell if incorporation benefits the incorporator or the incorporatee. 
 (http://www.emory.edu/BUSINESS/et/com/; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

42. Injuree 

I have felt it my duty, being the injurer instead of the injuree, to endure those bitter 
endings with the required amount of stoicism. 
(http://g21.net/mars232.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 
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43. Jabbee 

Being forgiven for a jab tends to deflate the jabber and elevate the jabbee, n’est-ce-pas? 
(http://blog.iblamethepatriarchy.com/2006/04/28/the-lone-cojone-hones-his-bone-
alon/; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

44. Kidnappee 

 Is the kidnapper also famous? Are they of different nationalities? Is the kidnappee a 
political hostage? Is this entirely personal? 
 (http://www.lateralpuzzles.com/discus/messages/2928/17132.html?1155848023; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

45. Labelee 

 The label “racist” really has more to do with the labeler than with the labelee, doesn’t it? 
 (http://www.defensiveracism.com/chap1.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

46. Leadee 

It's important that the child's clothes fit and be appropriate for the class, but chaps aren't 
necessary until you get to the really big shows. Try to find a hat that is actually a kid size 
so that the leadee won't look like a mushroom, and don't forget the two rules for 
leadline: 1 Keep it fun: kids don't understand the difference between ribbon colors, and 
don't need to. 2 Take lots of photos. Your little ones will be in walk-trot, then college, 
before you know it. 
(http://www.hobbyhorseinc.com/07_dress_for_success/asksuzi/973033166.shtml; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 
 
 When I'm leading my young stallion I kind of flap my arms like a chicken and back up 
into him if he starts to walk too fast and is coming past my shoulder. He's two and I think 
it's important that he knows right now, that I'm the leader and he's the leadee. 
 (http://www.awhitehorse.com/horsesmouth/index.php?act=Print&client=printer&f=4&t
=168; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

47. Linkee 

 If one site has a link to another, it doesn't mean that the linker is affiliated with the 
linkee. 
 (http://www.eeicom.com/eye/utw/98mar.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

48. Lynchee 

 It strikes me that if, for example, you sever the racism of the lyncher from the oppression 
of the lynchee. 
 (http://www.ebogjonson.com/archives/ebog_oblivion/; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

49. Messee 

 I was messing with the messer who tried to mess with the messee. 
 (http://slickdeals.net/forums/showthread.php?t=425442&page=320; accessed 9 May 
2007) 
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50. Nailee 

 So we eat all the eggs to make sure that we don't have any left to throw at people, this 
means that anyone who is planning to nail someone to a cross will decide otherwise as 
there aren't any eggs around to throw at the nailee. 
 (http://waah.blogspot.com/2004/04/happy-easter.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

51. Negotiatee 
 The Negotiator is Joe Coomes and the Negotiatee is Norm Rosenblatt. 
 (http://ci.santa-rosa.ca.us/default.aspx?PageId=359&NewsId=85; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

52. Occludee 

 Then, for every potential occludee, we see whether its projection is inside the combined 
occluder projection. 
 (http://www.gamedev.net/reference/articles/article1212.asp; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

53. Oglee 

 You can tell that your ogling is a success if the oglee has these reactions. 
 (http://blitheron.blogspot.com/2006/01/art-of-ogling-many-years-ago-in.html; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

54. Openee 

In the case of hitting a car door suddenly opened on the side of the road, J.M. believes it 
is the fault of the openee, not the opener — the hitter, not the hittee. 
(http://www.spokesmanreview.com/advertising/auto/story.asp?ID=183238; accessed 9 
May 2007) 
 

55. Paintee 

 Penelope features beautiful face painting, that turns the paintee into a work of living art. 
(http://www.gigmasters.com/FacePainting/FacePainting_Helena_MT.asp; accessed 9 
May 2007) 

 

56. Peckee 

Trash Talker – there exists in every organization, in every neighborhood, and on every 
discussion board a pecking order, and you are either a pecker or a peckee. 
(http://bellaire74.infopop.cc/eve/forums/a/tpc/f/5920039862/m/2930004404/inc/-1; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 
 Because almost all primates function in a pecking-order society, and it is better to be the 
"pecker" then the "peckee". 
 (http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2006/06/your_own_person.html?entry_id=151249
9; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

57. Pluggee 

 Is anal sex better for the plugger or the pluggee... 
 (http://www.asiafinest.com/forum/lofiversion/index.php/t79839.html; accessed 9 May 
2007) 
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58. Possessee 

 The latter construction, in contrast, views the possessee as an entity separated from its 
possessor, and the predicate as applying solely to the possessee. 
 (http://cat.inist.fr/?aModele=afficheN&cpsidt=17030683; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

59. Preventee 

 A preventive war is launched to prevent an enemy from becoming stronger in the future, 
thereby fighting the war on terms favorable to preventor, not the preventee. 
 (http://securitydilemmas.blogspot.com/search/label/National%20Security; accessed 9 
May 2007) 

 

60. Procuree 

 Every action taken by the leader of the Council for Democratic Reform or by individuals 
empowered by the leader of the Council for Democratic Reform to seize administrative 
power on September 19, B.E. 2549 and to perform duties for the legislation, the 
government and the judiciary, in the capacity of principal, supporter, procurer of duty 
and procuree of duty, happened before or after the enactment of the Constitution, are 
granted immunity from all responsibility and conviction should such action is found to be 
illegal. 
 (http://www.nationmultimedia.com/option/print.php?newsid=30015101; accessed 9 
May 2007) 

 

61. Pulsee 

 The pulser is encouraged to focus on ease of movement and inner awareness for 
themselves as well as the pulsee. 
 (http://www.espiral.nl/peta%20joyce.htm; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

62. Quarteree 

 Moreover, you easily could be up against a couple of A2 and be the quarterer, not the 
quarteree, no matter what comes after the turn. 
 (http://www.thepokerforum.com/forum/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=17105
3&page=3; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

63. Rammee 

 Do NOT ram them, you take more damage, by far, if you are the rammer and not the 
rammee. 
 (http://www.battlefront.com/cgi-
bin/bbs/ultimatebb.cgi?ubb=get_topic;f=9;t=017619;p=0; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

64. Rogeree 

 Right, Steve, it's all about you, as your family goat would agree while rogering you - 
despite your vain attempts to do play rogerer and make poor put-upon Izzie the rogeree. 
 (http://www.groupsrv.com/hobby/about42884.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
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65. Ruinee 

 Every time I've been there, there were only 3 or 4 people who weren't us. And when you're 
the loudest, you are the ruiner, not the ruinee. 
 (http://www.hiredgoonz.ca/forum/viewtopic.php?t=103&start=15&sid=49d081fbce96aa
ae5faa4b0ea8a7aece; accessed 9 May 2007) 

  

66. Scoopee 
This means what it sounds like: taking advantage of someone else's work, […] in order 
to slam a rapid publication into press ahead of the Scoopee, the person who actually 
had the idea. 
(http://www.sennoma.net/main/archives/2006/04/science_blogging_whats_it_all.p
hp; accessed 9 May 2007) 
 

67. Sellee 

 The seller and the “sellee” don’t have parallel points of view. The seller’s concern is 
“what it is.” The sellee’s concern is “what it will do for me”. 
 (http://www.getko.com/small_bus/articles/mistakes_avoid.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

68. Shaggee 

 The Spy Who Shagged Me will sue, claiming it triggered a compulsion for obsessive, 
random, compulsive shagging. That, of course, depends on one's definition of "shag" – for 
according to the president, a shagger could be guilty of shagging, but the shaggee need 
not necessarily have been shagged. 
 (http://www.capmag.com/article.asp?ID=2068; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

69. Silencee 

 Generally, there seem to be two options: either one person goes abruptly silent (awkward, 
no matter whether you’re the silencer or the silencee), […]. 
 (http://bubandpie.blogspot.com/2006/09/exit-strategy.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

70. Sittee 

 The sitter gets some quality quiet time after the kids go to bed, free from laundry or 
dishes, and the sittee gets a free night out with her spouse. 
 (http://www.southflorida.com/sfparenting/sfe-sfp_sitter,0,935007.story?coll=sfe-
sfparenting-headlines; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

71. Smokee 

 Smoking in an open air stadium harms no one but the smoker. It may be annoying to the 
smokee, particularly those of a more fascist disposition. 
 (http://sport.scotsman.com/topics.cfm?tid=71&id=397942007; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

72. Swearee 

 Rather profusely too, as a worried swearee, should I sue the swearer? 
 (http://wetrulyfailed.proboards28.com/index.cgi?board=Library&action=print&thread=
1095261025; accessed 9 May 2007) 
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73. Taggee 

The tag shall be applied anywhere on the body of the taggee by the tagger, at the tagger's 
sole discretion. 
(http://www.rru.com/USOR/Legislative/md.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

74. Temptee 

 But if Satan in his weakened state were to fall in love, could the Tempter become the 
Temptee?  
 (http://lancetooksjournal.blogspot.com/2006/03/what-grows-in-lucifers-garden.html; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

75. Thrashee 

 A "severe thrashing over your backside so that you can't sit for a week" would probably 
land the thrasher in prison and the thrashee in hospital. 
 (http://www.misterpoll.com/messages.m?pg=19&topic_id=363472670; accessed 9 May 
2007) 

 

76. Topplee 

 This year, the Lady Coyotes wanted to be the toppler, not the topplee. 
 (http://www.trnonline.com/sports2/hsbasketball/localteams/stories/120100/wfhs.htm; 
accessed 9 May 2007) 

 

77. Trashee 

 It's okay to question powers that be, but to trash them unjustly says more about the 
trasher, than the trashee. 
 (http://santacruz.indymedia.org/mod/comments/display/12742/index.php; accessed 9 
May 2007) 

 

78. Vacatee 
 I have actually experienced parking lot gridlock in this lot, usually caused by one driver 
(the vacatee) waiting for another person (the vacator) to vacate. 
(http://www.uoregon.edu/~lnessel/shopping.html; accessed 9 May 2007) 
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Appendix E 

Semantic properties of -ee suffixed nouns  
 

‘+’: semantic property applies; ‘-’: semantic property does not apply 

 
 Sentience Episodicity Passivity Semantic role 

 

-ee nouns derived from verb stems which can be used intransitively 
1 adventuree + + - agent 

2 drinkee + + - agent 

3 fallee + + + agent 

4 hymnee + + - agent 

5 stumble + + - agent 

6 swearee + + - agent 

7 vacationee + + - agent 

      

-ee nouns derived from verb stems which can be used transitively 
8 abortee + + + patient 

9 askee + + + patient 

10 authenticatee + + + patient 

11 banee + + + patient 

12 beepee + + + patient 

13 blamee + + + patient 

14 boostee + + + patient 

15 boxee + + + patient 

16 buckee + + + patient 

17 burnee + + + patient 

18 cannabalisee + + + patient 

19 charmee + + + patient 

20 cherishee + + + patient 

21 comprehendee + + + patient 

22 constitutee + + + patient 

23 corroboratee + + + patient 

24 demonstratee + + + patient 

25 discreditee + + + patient 

26 dolee + + + patient 
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27 doublee - + + patient 

28 drinkee + + + patient 

29 establishee - + + patient 

30 exportee + + + patient 

31 feedee + + + patient 

32 fishee + + + patient 

33 foolee + + + patient 

34 grabbee + + + patient 

      

 

 

   

 

 

 

  Sentience Episodicity Passivity Semantic role 
      

35 guessee + + + patient 

36 handlee + + + patient 

37 hecklee + + + patient 

38 herdee + + + patient 

39 huggee + + + patient 

40 importee - + + patient 

41 incorporatee + + + patient 

42 injuree + + + patient 

43 jabbee + + + patient 

44 kidnappee + + + patient 

45 labelee + + + patient 

46 leadee + + + patient 

47 linkee + + + patient 

48 lynchee + + + patient 

49 messee + + + patient 

50 nailee + + + patient 

51 negotiatee + + + theme 

52 occludee - + + patient 

53 oglee + + + patient 

54 openee + + + beneficiary 

55 paintee + + + patient 

56 peckee + + + patient 

57 pluggee + + + patient 
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58 possessee - + + patient 

59 preventee + + + patient 

60 procuree + + + patient 

61 pulsee + + + theme 

62 quarteree + + + patient 

63 rammee + + + patient 

64 rogeree + + + patient 

65 ruinee + + + patient 

66 scoopee + + + patient 

67 sellee + + + beneficiary 

68 shaggee + + + patient 

69 silencee + + + patient 

70 sittee + + + patient 

71 smokee + + + patient 

72 swearee + + + patient 

73 taggee + + + patient 

74 temptee + + + patient 

75 thrashee + + + patient 

76 topplee + + + patient 

77 trashee + + + patient 

78 vacatee + + + beneficiary 

 
 

 


